
ANUSA’S DIY home craft – CLAY CREATIONS 
What’s in your pack: 

• White air dry clay 
• One piece of fine grain sandpaper 
• One piece of a coarse grain sandpaper 
• One tub of white primer paint 
• Two small sponges  

There are many different things you can create with your clay, we want to leave the creativity 
completely up to you! We just have a few tips to help you along the way; 

- If you want to make a bowl shape creation, best to start with your clay rolled up into a ball 
and use the ‘pinch’ method to create your look 

- If you would like to make more of a plate style creation, roll your clay out to the desired 
thickness using a rolling pin (or you can improvise with a wine bottle or glass cup turned on 
its side) 

- Use utensils around your home like a butter knife or spoon to smooth edges or cut out 
shapes. Use plates as a guide for perfect round edges when cutting out shapes. 

- Have a glass of water handy when you get crafting to ensure you keep the clay wet and 
pliable whilst creating, wet one of your sponges and use it to smooth over the clay to create 
a nice smooth finish 

- Like a textured spotted finish? Crack some cracked pepper onto your wet clay and push it 
into the clay to get that speckled effect 

- The paint included is a white primer paint, it’s not essential to use and you can be 
completely creative in how you finish your creation. Just ensure you give your clay a full 24 
hours to dry out/set and give it a quick sand to get a nice smooth finish before you paint or 
apply a finish 

Lastly there are hundreds of tutorials on YouTube so if you still need some inspiration, pop 
online and have a look. 

Be sure to share your creations with us! 

 


